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Standard Aluminum Clad Colors

Colors to complement most exterior color schemes. Standard colors are the mainstay of our ALuminum Clad product. The popularity of these 

eight time-tested shades is proven by repeat customer demand.

Classic BlackBronzeHartford GreenCoffee Bean

BeigeIvory AdobeWhite

Performance

All of our aluminum clad products are manufactured with heavy extruded aluminum (.050 thick metal). Our standard, feature and custom color 

options are painted to AAMA 2605 performance requirements. AAMA 2605 is the highest test level for painted metal finishes and is the preferred 

choice for builders, designers and architects. Expect exceptional color retention and minimal chalking all covered by a 10-Year paint warranty with 

Lincoln’s exterior painted finishes. 



Feature Aluminum Clad Colors

Exciting colors that are sure to make a statement.  A selection of thirty-eight additional colors provides an opportunity to achieve that distinctive 

look. Our feature colors offer a wide range of shades that will take your project from ordinary to extraordinary!

Sandstone

Brick Red

Merlot

Chamois

Santa Fe

Berry Red

Hampton Brown

Crimson

Chili Powder

Spice

Linen

Toffee

Sierra Tan

Pincone

Rosewood

DriftwoodPueblo Tan

Cocoa

Winter White

Chocolate Malt



Caribbean

Charcoal

Sea Foam

Battleship Grey

Sagebrush

Dove Grey

Slate

Night Sky

Patina Green

Military Blue

Wild Ivy

Steel Blue

Stone Grey

ThistleFairway

Ink

Bay Leaf

Glacier

Color swatches are affected to some degree by the type of light in 
which they are viewed and the age of the swatch itself.  Occasionally 
there may be a slight difference between the color or sheen of the 
chip and the actual color when applied.  Colors and finishes were 

reproduced as accurately as printing techniques permit.

Feature Aluminum Clad Colors Continued



Custom Aluminum Clad Colors

For those whose needs are more specific.  We also offer a full color palette of custom colors.  The 

paint laboratory will specifically match your color sample and supply a paint swatch for approval.  Go 

beyond extraordinary with the limitless choice of custom colors.

Vinyl Clad Colors

Colors that will harmonize with your project.  Our Vinyl Clad is offered in three universal colors.  The widespread usage of these shades 

is evidence of their popularity.  Choose vinyl clad and your project is sure to stand the test of time.

Spray-On Anodized Aluminum Clad Colors

Perfect solution for light commercial applications.  For those who want to capture the unique appeal of anodizing, Lincoln offers seven 

spray-on anodized colors as a painted exterior finish meeting AAMA 2604 test requirements. Factory applied, it provides the qualities 

of a high performance painted finish, such as field reparability, color consistency, mortar resistance and chemical resistance - all with the 

look of anodized metal. This paint coating is specifically formulated to meet all the requirements of AAMA 611 for anodizing, with the 

exception of abrasion resistance.

AuburnBlackDark Bronze

Medium BronzeChampagne Light BronzeClear

AdobeWhite
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When only the best will do.

Choose Lincoln for your new construction, remodeling or even light commercial 

projects.  With over 70 years of manufacturing experience built into every unit, 

we engineer our windows and patio doors for visual appeal as well as outstanding 

performance.  In addition, Lincoln backs it up with exceptional customer service 

before and after the sale.  

We are continually expanding our list of product offerings, options, and accessories 

and are confident that we have the perfect window or patio door to harmonize with 

your ideas and designs.

Committed to protecting and 
preserving the environment. 

Lincoln Windows is committed to environmental 
stewardship.  As responsible corporate citizens, 
we are dedicated to manufacturing energy 
efficient products and managing our resources 
in a manner that reduces our impact on the 
environment.

Lincoln products carry an 
extensive warranty.  Ask 
your dealer for complete 
information.

Many of our products carry 
certification by the National 
Fenestration Rating Council 
(NFRC).

Lincoln Windows is an 
ENERGY STAR® Partner.

Additional information 
on our products and 
options can be found at 
an authorized Lincoln 
dealer or online at 
lincolnwindows.com.


